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SUBMISSION RE DRAFt' DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 44 

Suttoduchoti In this submission it is taken for granted that many of the thait DC? provisions are 
both advisable and sensible, For this reason it is only those provisions which do not seem to fulfill 
these criteria which are raised hereund5 

+ i-c-t eet ,t&'2 raL1 	/7tdT 

1.7 Definitions - "prime agricultural land" - see also prs.2 1.3, 4.1, 4.7. Class 2 & 3 lands are not 
classified as "prime agxiculturallpasture" and their application to preclude RLSC's from such land 
is unnecessarily restrictive and in contradiction with'the aims of some RISC's to achieve self-
sufficiency or economic sustainability through horticulture and crop fanning. 

J 2.1.2 It is submitted that Council would be actinØlira4ires hs legislative powers and beyond its 
capacities and abilities in determining econonjiand socia!jUstainability. The DCP contains no 
objective criteria for such determinatiiiiind it is difficult to see how anything other than a Council 
officer's subjective opinion could be made concerning such complex matters. It is also salutary for 
LCC to heed the note appended at the end of 4.12 regarding the evolution of communities over 
time. It is also submitted that such a provision isdminaty insofar as it is aot  required ojothp 

forms of rural development. 	 ,y 	,rcà&á?  

2.1.4 This is a gross discriminatory and unjustified impositiqn on intending RLSC's. The only 
V reason for this imposition appears to be. 'that f the prescribed facilities 1 might act as a center for 

community focus'. This prescription effectively resiricts the areas available for table RLSc's 
because the likely price of land situated 4 km from a shop or hail would be prohibitive in 
comparison to land more distant from such facilities. The requirement also completdy ignores the 
fact that some intending RISC's may not want such facilities by choi Why should they be thus 
discriminated against? Besides the provision is discnminatory as 1t5.Aot so required clothe f $ 
of rural development. 	 ci nnay 

2.1.5 - see also 4.2.1. The same objections apply as in 2.1 A above - why should these 
made obligatory when they may not be required or wanted? 

2.1.6 The requirement of a 'primary' sealed' road is discriminatory as it is not so required of other 
forms of rural development It is also contradicted by the next paragraph which states that "arterial, 
sub-arterial or collector roads are an acceptable level of 'primary' access', when many such roads 
are not 'sealed'. Thus it is submitted that the requirement for a 'sealed' road be dispensed with. 
The last paragnph imposes an impossible burden on would-be applicants as it is submitted that it is 
beyond the resources of such applicants to show what is or is not 'economically feasible' in the 
uiispecifled 'future' in relation to costs of upgrading roads: 

2.1.7 This is an unnecessary imposition as DCP 27 already satisfactorily covers the issue and has 
been working well for some years. Again there are no criteria specified for guiding LCC's decision 
as to whether such uses will or will not adversely affect residential amenity in particular cases. It is 
submitted that this provisioa would be a rod for Council's back in that it would likely Lead to Land 
and Environment Cowl litigation by 
The further requirement that dwellings be at least 100 metes from watercourses and 250 metres 
from potable ground water is unnecesssarily prescriptive and this issue should be judged on a case 

V by case basis, following LCC inspection of apjlicants' land. The requirement is also discriminatory 
as it is not so required of other forms of rural development. 

2.1.9 This also has potential for litigatioii because (ogateIo Council the unregulated power to 
determine what 'complements', 'enhances' or 'maintatnflhil what is 'acceptable' to the local 

cLtk otv6. -eoS' 
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community. Once more, no criteria are specified for such determinations, leaving the decision• 
making process non-transparent and open to abuse. The requirement is also discriminatory as it is 
not so required of other forms of rural development. 

/ The second paragraph is also dkcnminatory for the same reasons - it is not required of other rural 
developments and in any case it is impossible for LCC to validly determine that there is , in a given 
case, 'reasonable certainty that the development will have an adequate cash flow to ensure that costs 
arc met.' Such judgments would take Council officers many hours of work for no return to LCC. 
Similarly the statement that 'Locations that require uneconomic extensioi of services should be 
avoided' would necessitate much work to accurately arrive at what may or may not be 'economic' 
and again if the 'services' referred to are those listed at 2.1.5, there may well be applicants who do 
not need such seivices and to deny their applications because their chosen land would require 
'uneconomic extension' of those services would be discnmination pure and simple. 

2 1.10 No rural residential s 	ivision in the LCC area is required to flulfi I this condition, so why /  should RISC applicants? Whj it is no doubt desirable that any new developments will have such 
() outcomes, to mandate theseK particular form of development and not for others isa denial of 

natural justice and litigable on that basis. It is suggested that RLSC's already make such 
contributions to community development by virtue of their provision of affordable housing, as 
recognized in the last paragraph. Thus there should be no further requirement that RISC's should 
make other contributions to community development. 

s 	2.2 The "Map 1" referred to is not appended to the Draft DCP. It is noted that, whereas 2.1.4 states 

0,py' 	
that RLSC's 'should' be within 4 km of the specified facilities, 2.2 provides that they 'muM' be 
within that distance. As mentioned in 2.1.4 above, this is unacceptable and unnecessary. 

I 	 treta $trnnto. h  i?edsm..fdensiwthacncumbcnt upon 

4.1 NPWS recognize no necessary incompatibility between R.LSC"s and Wildlife Refuges or 
Wildlife Management Areas and in fact several communities within LCC's area are so designated. 
Thus it is submitted that any determinations of competibility be made by NPWS and this paragraph 
sore-drafted. 

. The applicants' provision of ten copies of the Development Application is clearly excessive and a 
' 	gross waste of paper. 

4.1.1 Much of the infonnation here specified is of a very localized and temporally-mediated nature 
and thus not able to be provided by applicants who would normally not be familiar with the land 
over an extended period of time so as to ascertain, e.g., the 'microcJimate' of the land, 	 ficant  

noise sources' or 'seasonal waterlogging.' 

4.1.2 Council is or should be aware of previous submissions to it on the subject of 'communal 
/ plans for social organisation' and 'internal conflict resolution' and 'community bonding'. By their 

very nature these matters are outside the competence and jurisdiction of councils to decide and 
should be deleted forthwith. These are matters not within the purview of councils' powers under the 
Local Government Act 1993 or any other NSW legislation and are otherwise provided for in other 
state and federal legislation. 
It is submitted that the final paragraph be specified and applied to all information required of 
applicants for RLSC's as this point applies to much of the information sought and applicants cannot 
be held to the information supplied over an extended period of time. 

/ 4.2.2 It is unnecessarily arbitrary to so restrict the distance of the 'secondary 
road to the 'primary' road and to do so would eliminate many otherwise suitable properties from 
becoming RLSC's, 
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4.33 Given the time necessary to compile all the information required under this DCP, and the 

time taken by LCC to grant development consent, it is ludicrous to restrict ternponfly 

accommodation licences to one year and it is submitted that this be changed to two years. 

4.4.2 Since LCC itself cannot guarantee 'a secure and adequate source of water for household 

purposes' - vide the frequent summer water bans and restrictions - it is unconscionable of LCC to 

make this requirement of RLSC applicants 

4,9 This i s  yet another discnminatoiy requirement that LCC does not impose on developers of rural 
residential subdivisions, it is also onerous and difficult to fulfill as it relics heavily on adjoining 
landowners having the'time and incentive to co-operate. neither of which can be taken for granted. 
If the neighbour refuses to supply information, what is the applicant to do? 

1' ( 

I' 
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Sntiothicüor n this submission it is taken for granted that main' of the. drati DCP provisions are 
both advisable and sensible. For this reason it is only those provisions which do not seem 10 fulfill 

these criter' which are raised ht;reunder. 

1.7 Definitions -"prime agricultural land" - see also pars'.2 1.3, 4.1, 4.7. Class 2 & 3 lands ace not 

classified MS "prime agriculturaupasture" and their application to preclude RLSC's from such land 
is unnecessarily restrictive and in contradiction with the aims of some RLSC's to achieve selit 
sutficier. or economic sustanability through horticulture and crop farming. 

2.1.7 It is submitted that Council would be acting ultra vires its legislative powers and beyond its 
capacities and abilities in deterrnioing economic and social sustaivability. The DCP contatns no 
objective criteria for such determinations and it is difficult to see how anything other than a Council 
officer's subective opinion could he made concerning such complex matters. it is also salutary ftir 
LCC to heed the note appended at the end (if 4.) 2 regarding the evolutton of communities uei 
time. It is also submitted that such a provision is discdminatory insofar as it is not required of other 
fornis oirurai cieveloputeut. 

2.1.4 This is*a gross discriminatory and unjustified impositon on intending RLSC's. The only 
reason for this imposition appears to he . 'that (the prescnbed facilitiesj might act as a center for 
communit focus. This prescription efIictively cesthets the areas available for viable RLSc's 
because the likely price of land situated it km from a shop or hail would be prohib1tive in 
comparison to land more distant fjom such facilities. The requirement also completely ignores the 
fact that some lineuding RLSC's/may not want such facilities by choice Why should they be thus 
disenminaled against" fesid the provision is discnminatozy as it is not so required of other forms 
of tutu! developinein 	/ 

2 1.5 - see also 4.2.1 The same objections apply as in 2.1.4 above why should these services be 
made obligatory when the)' may not be reqtiired or wanted? 

2 16 The requiremer.it of a 'primaiy''se.led' road is discriminatory as it is not so required of other 
forms of rural development.. It is also contradicted by the next parsgraph which sates that "artciial, 
sub-arterial or colleo(or roads are an acceptable level of 'primary' access', when many such roads 
are not 'sealed', Thus it is submitted that the requirement for a 'sealed' road be dispensed with. 
The last paragraph imposes an impossible burden on would-bc applicants as it is submitted that it is 
beyond the resources of such applicants to sho'hat is or is not 'economicay feasible' in the 
unspecified 'ftture' in relation to costs of upadiug roads. 

2.1.7 This is an unnecessary imposition s DCP 27 already satisfactorily covers the issue and has 
been working well fbr some years. Again there are no criteria specified for guiding LIX's decision 
as to whether such uses will or will not adversely affect residential amenity in particular cases. It is 
submitted that this provision would be a rod for COunCil's back in that it would likely ItS to Land 
and Environment Court litigation by dismticd applicants. 
The further requirement that dwellings be at least 100 metres from watercourses and 250 metres 
from potable &ound  water is unnecesssarily prescript;v and this issue shouid be judged on a case 
b" case basis, following i_CC inspection of apphcants land The requhernent is also dscrimiriatory 
as it is not so required of other forms of rural development. 

1 Q Thic also has potential for lit ration because it arrogates to Council the unregulated power to 
determine what 'complements', 'enhances' or 'maintains' and v,hat is 'acceptable' to the local 

1' 
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- 	community Once more, no cntena are spectfied for such de.ternnnanons, leavtng the decision. 

m aki ng process non4r3nspa;cnt and ope:1 to abusc: The requtrement is also thscnt:nnatory as It IS 

not so required of other forms of rural, development. 
The second paragraph isalso discnrninaiory for the same reasons - it is not required of other rural 

developments and in\any case it is impossible for LCC to validly determine that there is , in a given 
case, reasonahle certainty that the development will have an adequate cash flow to ensure that costs 
are mel.' Such judgments would take Council officers many hours of work Ut no return to LCC. 

Similarly the statement that 'Locations that require uneconomic extension of SCFVICCS should be 

wyoided' would necessitate much work to accurately arrive at what may or may not be 'economic' 

and again if the 'services' referred to are those listed at 2.1.5. there may well be applicants who do 

not need such services and to deny their applications because their chosen land would require 
'uneconomic extension of those services would be discnmination pure and simple. 

2 1,10 No nirat resideutiat subdivision in the LCC area is required to litifil this condition, so why 
should RLSC' applicants? Whilst it is no doubt desirable that any new developments will have such 
outcomes, to mandate these fro a particular form of development and not for others is a denial of 

natural justice and htigable on that basis. it is suggested that RLSC's already make such 

contributions to crinununity development by virtue of their provision of affordable housing, as 
recognized in the last paraaph. Thus theie should be no further requirement that RISC's should 

make other contributions to community development.. 

2.2 The "Map 1" referred lois not appended to the Draft DCP It is noted that, whereas 21.4 states 

that RLSC's 'should' be within 4 km of the specified facilities, 2.2 provides that they 'must' be 

within that distance. As mentioned in 2.1 4 aboi e. this is tujacceptable and unnecessary. 

3. 11 LCC wants to retain a discretion to determine this matter of density then it is tncwnbeiit upon 

it to publicly set out the criteria upon which such judgments will he made 

4.1 NPWS recognize no necessary incompatibility between R.LSC"s and Wildlife Refuses or 
Wildlife Management Areas and in fact several comniu.nitcsvithin LCC's area are so designate4. 
Thus it is submitted that any determinations of compatibility be made by NPWS and this para'aph 

so re-drafted 
The appIicants provision of ten copies of the Development Application, is clearly excessive and a 

"toss waste of paper. 

4.1 1 Much of the infbrmation here specified is of a very localized and temporally-mediated nature 
and thus net able to be provided by applicants who would normally not be familiar with the land 
over an extended petiod of time so as to ascertain. e.g., the 'microclimate' of the land 'signiflcant 

noise sources' or seasonai waterloggntg.' 

4 1 2 Council is or should be aware of previous submissions to iton the subject of'comntunal 

plans for social organisation' and 'internal conflict resolution' and comrntinity bonding'. By their 
very nature these matlers are outside the competence andjwisdiction of councils to decide and 
should he deleted forthwith. These are matters not within the purview of councils' powers wider the 

Local (Javerntnc"nt 4cr 1993 or any other.NSW legislabon and are otherwise provided for in other 

state and federal legislation. 
It is submitted that the final paragraph he specified and applied to all information required of 
applicants for RLSC's as this point applies to much of the intormation souzht and applicants cannot 

be held to the information supplied over an extended penod of time 

4.22 It is unnecessarily arbitrary to so .resmct the distance of the 'secondury 
road to the 'primary' road and to do so would eliminate many otherwise suitable properties from 

becoming RLSC's. 
S .. 

'1 
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- 	Ccjen the time necessary to comptie all the intormation tequired wider Ibis UcI, and the 

Hire tken 1w LCC to giifl development consent, it is ludicrous to ieslnrt tempo'fln 

ac'ntyimodaunn liccucec to one year and it is submitted that this he changed 10 two yeats 

1 4 	Since LC'C itseltearniot guarantee a secure and adequate source OF atet for household 

piiq'oses 	ide th frequent summer aIer bans and restxlctIons - ii is unconscionable ol LC'C to 

t1ta1u this .equirenlcnt oCR!. SC applicants 

9 1 his is '.et another dscnrn.inatcny requirement that LCC does not impose oti &ievelopeis ot iwl 

rcsident:t! stibdiisions. it is also onerous and difficult to fulfill as it relies heavily on adjoining 

tandoners having the lime art-i inceuti'e to co-operate. rietther of which can be taken for granted. 

'f the neight'our rcfuses to supply ;ntbrmarion, what is the apphicnt to do? 

2 
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\ntiothicuovi tit this suhniissio's t s Liken For gianted that nianv of th. dr:tfl IXJP provisions aic 
both advisabk and sensible. For this reason it is only those provisiocs which do not seem to fulfill 

these criteria which are raised heicunder. 

1.7 Definitions - "prime agricultural land" - ee also pars.2 1.3, 4.1,4.1. Class 2 & 3 lands are not 

classified as "prime agriculturallpasture" and their application to preclude RLSC's from such land 

is unnecessarily restrictive and in contradiction with the aims of some RISC's to achieve self-
sufficiency or economic sustainability through horticulture and ciop farming. 

2.1.2 It is submitted that Council would be acting u/Ira r'ires its legislative powers and beyond its 

capacities and abilities in detennining economic and social susrairiability ,  The DCP contains, no 

objective criteria for such determinations and it is difficult to see ho" anything other than a Council 
officer's subiective opinion could he made concerning such complex matters, it is ?lso salutary ibr 
LC'.0 to heed the note appended at the end of 4.1 2 regarding the evolution of communities over 
time. It is also submitted that such a provision is discriminatoty insofar as it is not required of other 

forms of rural developuient. 

2.1.4 This is a gmss discriminatory and unjustified imposition on intending RLSC's. The only 
reason for this imposition appears to be , 'that Ithe prescribed facilittesj might act as a center for 
community focus' This prescription effecuveiy restricts the areas available for viable RLSc's 

because the likely price of land siwatecl 4 kin from a shop OT hall would be prohibitive in 

comparison to land more distant.from such facilities, The requirement also completely ignores the 
fact that some intending RISC's nrav not want such facilities by choice. Why should they be thus 
discriminated against" Besides the provision is discnminatoty as it is not so required of other forms 

of rural development 

2.1.5 see also 4 2.1 The same objections apply as in 2.1.4 aboe - why should these senices be 

made obligatory when they' may not be required oi wanted? 

2 16 The requirement of a 'pnmarv sealed' road is discriminatory as it is not so required of other 
forms of rural development it is also contradicted by the next paragraph which states that "aricrial, 
sub-arterial or collector roads are an acceptable level of 'primary' access'. when man)' such roads 
are not 'sealed' i'hiw it is submitted that the requirement for a 'scaled' road be dispensed with. 
The last paragraph imposes an impossible burden on would-be applicants as it is submitted that it is 

beyond the resources of such applicants to show what is or is not - economically feasible' in the 

unspecified 'future' in relation to costs of upgrading ioads 

2.1.7 This is an unnecessary imposition as DCP 21 already satisfactorily covers the issue and has 

been workin c  well for some years. Again there are no criteria specified for guiding LCC's decision 

as to whether such uses will or Will not adversely affect residential amenity in particular cases. It is 

submitted that this provision would be a rod for Council's back in that it would likeAy lead to Laud 

and Environment Court liligation by disgruntled applicants. 
The further roquirement that dwellings he at least 100 metres from watercourses and 250 meixes 

from potable Wound water is UflneCessSflfli)' prescnpt;ve and this issue should be judged on a case 
by case basis, following ICC inspection of a'pplicants land. The reqwrernent is also discriminatory 

as it is not so required of other forms of rural development. 

2 1 0 This also hns potential for litigation because it arrogates ic Council the unregulated power to 
detennine what 'complements', 'enhances' or 'maintains' and what is 'acceptable' to the local 
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community Once more no critelia are s;citied for such determinations, leaving the decision-

rnakint ,  process non-transparent and open to abuse The requirement is also diserzn2in.tQry as it is 

not so required of other forms of rural development. 
The second paragraph is also discirninaiory for the  same reaSons - it is not required ol other rural 

developments and in any case it is impossible for lAX' to validly determine that there is . in a given 

case. 'reasonable certainty that the development will have an adequate cash flow to ensure that costs 

crc mci ' Such judgments would take Council officers many hours of work for no return to LCC. 
Simi1arly the stalement that 'Locations that require uneconomic extension of services should be 

4
ivoided' would necessitate much work to accurately arnve at what may or may nor be 'economic' 
and again if the sen'ices' referred to are those listed at 2.1 5. there may well be apphcarits who do 
not need such services and to deny their applications because their chosen laud would require 

uneconomic extCflStOii of those sen'iCes would be discnmination pure and simple. 

2 I 10 No rural tesuieritial subdivision in the LCC area is required to fliWl this condition, so why 

should RLSC applicants? Whilst it, is no doubt desuable that any new developments will have such 

outcomes, to mandate these fr o  a particular form of development and not for others is a denial of 

natural jusnce and litiahle on that basis It is suggested that RLSC's already make such 
contributions to community development by virtue of theti provision ot'affordable housing. as 
recnnied in the las-i paraaph. Thus there should be no further requirement that Ri.SC's should 

make other c3ntributions to contmounity development. 

2.2 The "Map 1" referred to is not appended to the Draft DCP It is noted that, kiiefetlS 2 1.4 states 

that RI SC'S 'should' be within 4 km of the specitied facilities, 2.2 prov,dcs that they 'must' be 
within that distance As mentioned in? 1 4 above, this is unacceptable and unnecessary. 

1 •  If' L('C wants to retam a discretion to determine this matter of density then it is incumbent upon 
it to publicly set out the criteria upon which such ;udgments swill he made 

4 1 NPWS recognize no necessary meompatibiltry between RLSC "s and Wildlife Ref iges or 
Wildlife Management Areas and in fact several communitLes within LUC's area are so designated. 
Thus it is submitted that mv determinations of compatibility be made by NP\VS and this paragraph 

so re-drafted 
The applicants' provision of  ten copies of the Development Application is clearly excessive and a 

? I0SS W1LStC of paper 

4 1.1 Much of the information here speetfied is of a yen' localized and temporally-mediated nature 

and thus not able to be provided by applicants who would normally not be familiar with the land 

oser an extended period of time so as to ascertain, e.g., the 'microclimate' of the land, 'signicant 

noise sources or 'seasonal waterluggitig. 

4 12 Council is or should be aware ol'previous submissions to it on the subject of'comniuiial 
j4am for social arganisation' and 'internal conflict resolution' and 	 bonding'. By their 

Ye?)' natu!e these matters are outside The competence and jurisdiction of councils to decide and 
should he deleted forthwith. 'These are matters not within the purview of councils' powers under the 

Local (7nrerflph'nt Act 1993 or any other NSW legislation and are otlienvise provided 1kw in other 

state and ft'deia) legislation. 
It is submitted that the final paragraph he specified and applied to all information required of 
appheants for RLSC'S as this point appiles to much of the intormation sought and applicants cannot 

be held to the information supplied over an extended period of time. 

4 2 ? it is unnecessarily arbitrary to so iestrict the distance of the 'secondaty 

road to the 'primary' Foad and to do so would eliminate many otherwise suitable properties from 

becoming RLSC S. 
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